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EDITOR’S LETTER

A

nd so the midway point arrives!

Some like to say that the glass is
half empty; I am of the mind to
say it is half full. Six months into
2018 and our industry’s glass is
filling up fast, and I can’t even believe the multitude
of changes already impacting fresh produce and the
strides that companies are making to propel fruits
and vegetables to the top of the food chain. From
innovative packaging and merchandising concepts
that are turning the fresh produce department into
the belle of the ball to new varieties and initiatives
elevating the flavor game—this year has already been
full of revealing ideas and program executions. In this
issue, we bring you some of those companies riding
high at the top of the pack.

With the ever-changing landscape, fresh produce
suppliers are looking to partnerships to help
meet the needs of the retail community. Two of
those operations are The Nunes Company and
BlazerWilkinson, whose strawberry partnership brings
veg and berries together to create a one-stopshop for quality produce. Tom Nunes, Jr., also
known as T4, and John Wilkinson take a
beat and chat with us about the latest in
their efforts.
Also in this issue, we bring you Chris
Mastronardi, Paul Sabelli, Caitlyne Johns,
Emidio Cappussi, and Graham Hamilton
of Double Diamond Farms, who sat down to
talk about the team dynamic, the values that drive
their work ethic, and the vision that is propelling the
company into its next stage of growth.
Pulling back the curtain as well in this issue is John
Harley of table grape powerhouse Anthony Vineyards.
With new varieties, changing retail demands, and an
eye on growth, John sits down and talks to us about
how the company has pivoted to address the industry
challenges and needs of today.

Country Sweet Produce. Inspiring retailers to
generate excitement in the produce department,
this company launched a contest that drove sales
and simultaneously engaged those boots on the
ground making it happen.
This leads me to one of our contributors, former
retail executive Mike Mauti, current Managing
Partner of Execulytics Consulting. Mike shares his
take on the Four P’s of Merchandising, starting
with Part 1 in this series on product assortment at
retail. But stay tuned, he still has many insights to
share on placement, pricing, and promotion.
There is so much to share in this issue brimming
with familiar faces from around the industry. From
California Giant Berry Farms’ Cindy Jewell as
she gives us her take on merchandising the berry
patch in new and exciting ways to Tanimura &
Antle’s Kyla Oberman, who shares the mentors
that inspired her and the fork in the road that
brought her to produce—we have it all here.
Check out Homegrown Organic Farms’
Cherie France who gives us the deets
on her passion for adventure, the
outdoors, and more, in this issue.
And if you are looking for a little
teaser for the upcoming Organic
Produce Summit in July, we have
that for you, too, and straight from
the horse’s mouth. The Organic
Produce Network’s Matt Seeley, along
with California Avocado Commission’s Jan
DeLyser, Kroger’s Randy Riley, Stemilt Growers’
Roger Pepperl, and Albertsons’ Geoff White share
their insights on the show and the organic category.
So, let’s tip a cup to an amazingly full first half
of the year, and let us kickstart the remainder
of 2018 for you with this June issue of The Snack
Magazine!

Speaking of getting a peek behind the curtain,
Shuman Produce’s John Shuman sat down with
The Snack to talk Vidalia onion growth, popularity,
merchandising, and how retailers can tap into this
niche category and the consumer’s evolving buying
behaviors.
And, as always, we are on the merchandising
bandwagon. If you are looking for a company that
is helping to lead the charge, look no further than
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Jordan Okumura
Editor in Chief
AndNowUKnow and The Snack
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CONTRIBUTOR

THE FOUR P’S OF MERCHANDISING:

PRODUCT, PLACEMENT,
PRICING, AND PROMOTION
PA RT 1 : A D EEP D IVE IN TO P RO DUC T ASS O RTME N T
BY EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTOR MIKE MAUTI,
MANAGING PARTNER , EXECULYTICS CONSULTING

C

onsumers eat first with their eyes. This idea creates
the foundation for building both retail spaces and
restaurant creations. With a little bit of focused
effort, I believe we can elevate merchandising in the
produce departments across our industry. Through my
more-than-20-years of experience in buyer and supplier
relationships, I have seen the pitfalls and the opportunities
that occur at the store level. In Part 1 of this series, I’ d like
to address one of the first P’s of merchandising: product
assortment. We’ll review some of the components of a
great assortment and introduce the start of a roadmap to
create one. The four P’s can be prioritized based on the
needs of your store but, for me, there is no better way to
kick off this series than with a key to the foundation.
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P

roduct assortment is the
cornerstone of any retail
merchandising strategy.
Considering that the first goal of a
retail business is to sell products to
customers, it stands to reason that the
collection of all those products holds
a special place in the overall strategy.
One might ask, “Why is assortment
so important?” or “Can’t you just
sell what the customers are buying?”
These are interesting questions and
they answer themselves. The purpose
of an assortment is to offer customers
the products they want to buy.
The assortment is made of all the
products available for sale, and each
individual item—sometimes referred to
as a Stock Keeping Unit, or SKU—is

considered a product. The challenge
for retailers and suppliers is to select
the right collection of products, which,
as you’ve likely guessed, is easier said
than done. Several factors come into
play, including the targeted market
segment. Typical questions that need to
be answered include, “Are you trying
to attract an affluent or cost-conscious
customer?” and “Is your potential
customer a foodie or someone who eats
merely for the sustenance?” as well as
“Is it a cook who loves to experiment
that will shop your store or a timestarved family looking for a quick
meal?” A time-starved, cost-conscious
foodie will demand a different
assortment than an affluent cook.
Another factor is the cost required
to maintain the assortment. Each
product has numerous costs associated
with it over and above the cost of
goods. It costs a retailer money in
the form of labor to order, receive,
stock, rotate, and, if necessary, cull
each product. And speaking of
culling, every product contributes
some amount of shrink to a retailer’s
cost-side of the profit and loss (P&L).
Needless to say, the more products in
an assortment, the more cost to the
retailer. The million-dollar-question
is, therefore, “At what point does
the incremental cost associated with
more and more assortment outweigh
the incremental revenue of offering
more choice?” Not an easy question
to answer, but there are clues offered
by your target market. If your target
market is a cost-conscious group,
chances are they are willing to give
up choice for a lower price, while a
more affluent customer is more apt
to pay a little more to have a choice
of brands, sizes, and formats. But
the target market only offers clues—
after all, limited choice is not no
choice, and lots of choice is not every
product under the sun. Sophisticated
analytics can help turn the clues
offered by your target market into
actionable insights and recommended
assortments. Execulytics Consulting
offers a product called Assort-a-Lytics,
which can help turn those hints into
an assortment. This analytics software,
as a service, can be useful for retailers
and suppliers alike by creating a user
defined, custom algorithm that will

Mike Mauti is the Managing Partner and Senior Vice
President of Execulytics, a consulting firm catering to
produce suppliers and independent retailers. With over
two decades navigating the Canadian retail scene as a
buyer, merchant, and operator, he certainly qualifies as
an expert. And with much of that time spent in produce,
he has the goods to deliver on his promise to bridge
the gap between growers and retailers. Check out
www.execulytics.ca to learn more about the company’s
signature products: The
Retail 101 Seminar and
Canadian Intelligence
Services.

MIKE MAUTI
Managing Partner,
Execulytics Consulting

rank items. The output from that
ranking can be used to create the
assortment.
Even sophisticated analytics cannot
provide all the answers, though. This is
especially true in fresh produce, where
product turns are a very important
piece of the puzzle. Let’s pretend you
are managing the assortment in a
shelf-stable department. Imagine you
have selected to carry a new canned
soup product and estimate it will sell
10 units per day. To manage your
anticipated demand, you order enough
product to cover you for seven days.
Now pretend your estimates are way
off and instead of 10 units per day you
sell 10 units per week. Your seven-day
inventory has just turned into seven
weeks. This is not a deal breaker for the
canned soup merchant, but imagine
what it would be like for the bagged
salad merchant. The salad would spoil
long before actual demand catches
up to supply and shrink would go
through the roof. The bagged salad
merchant would most certainly second
guess the decision to add this product
to the assortment. Although avoiding
this scenario may seem elementary,
there are many assortments that do

not sufficiently take product turns
into account. Unfortunately, shrink is
not the only negative effect; on-shelf
quality can also suffer.
The lifecycle of a fresh produce item
travels on a continuum that begins
with fresh and ends with spoiled. The
further along in that continuum, the
lower the quality. The slower a produce
department turns over its product,
the further along that continuum all
products will be. Chances are, all
things being equal, more assortment
usually leads to slower turns. These
are concerns not shared by the canned
soup merchant (although don’t kid
yourself; canned soup merchants have
their own concerns).
The key takeaway in all of this is: it
is extremely important to select your
best assortment. It’s not easy and you
won’t always be right, but you are
better off with an assortment strategy
than trying to sell every item available
in the market. And in the current
retail environment where buying and
merchandising groups are getting
leaner and meaner, it pays for a supplier
to have a turn-key assortment strategy
for each of their customer formats.
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MY FAVORITE THINGS

CHERIE FRANCE
Marketing Manager, Homegrown Organic Farms
This marketing up-and-comer has more than a deep knowledge
of organics in her produce repertoire. From time spent in her
namesake country to days hitting the reset button boating on a lake,
Cherie France is an adventurer at heart. Check out some of the
things that make this California native tick in our June 2018 feature.

3“

Summer evenings on a boat with
friends is my happy place.

1

2
5

Only one more continent
to go to make all seven!
Here I come, Antarctica!

4“
7

If you haven’t seen Coldplay
live, you haven’t lived!
Earl Grey (with a spot of milk) is
my morning beverage of choice.

It’s the thrill of problem solving
that keeps me coming back.

Stress reliever and social way
to stay in shape.

”

I’m a foodie at heart—keep it
simple, fresh, and elegant.

”

8“

9
”

Their most recent album is
currently on repeat.

1
4
7

Traveling

2

Working Out
French Food

5
8

6

My namesake country.
And Paris has endless
character and charm.
(Insert all the heart eyes.)

Outdoor Concerts

3

Tea
NEEDTOBREATHE

6
9

Lake Days
Escape Rooms

Paris, France
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Country Sweet Produce
A “Sweet” Win
for Merchandising
By Melissa De Leon

I

t’s no secret the retail scene is rife
with competition: a balance of trying
to catch the consumer eye while
keeping employees engaged is driving
differentiation and team support, and
merchandising strategies might be the key to
unlocking that door.

Keen on proving this concept is Country
Sweet Produce’s Marketing Specialty and
Sales Manager, Gina Pettit, who reached out
to retail partners to brainstorm ideas on
how upping merchandising attention
could help boost the ring at the
register. One strategy, brought to
Gina by a partner during an idea
session, was a contest.

Gina Pettit

Marketing Specialty
& Sales Manager,
Country Sweet Produce

“This contest is the perfect example
of how thoughtful merchandising
can work to increase sales and
product awareness,” Gina shares with me
when I ask about how this kicked off. “In
showing an interest to get more involved
from the marketing side, our retail partner
approached us with the idea as something
they had done previously.”
The idea was a friendly competition between
the produce department of each of the
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retailer’s stores—which retailer we were
asked not to name—challenging them
to construct a standout display using the
company’s Bako Sweet® bags. Each would
submit a photo showcasing the creativity
of the display, as well as the volume and
sales dollars generated from each store for
the product. The winner was selected by
a combination of Country Sweet and the
retailer’s leadership.
“The winning store was presented with a $500
Visa gift card from Country Sweet Produce
to put toward a team-bonding activity,” Gina
explains. “We ran the merchandising contest
throughout the stores within a specific market,
challenging each location individually to
come up with a really creative way to display
Bako Sweet bags.”
This event not only engaged and challenged
produce departments in individual stores to
come together as a team, but helped put extra
love into Country Sweet’s Bako Sweet bags.
“Now, since we’ve had that contest, sales
have been phenomenal, outperforming even
larger retailers on a weekly basis,” Gina
tells me, and I can hear the surprise in her
voice. “I received an e-mail from a now loyal

consumer who noticed one of the shining
displays at a store in the contest’s region.
Now he loves our product!”

voice to the power of merchandising.
“If anything, this experience really
showcases how effective strategic
marketing can be and how important it is.
Merchandising feels undervalued, with a
lack of attention on our intel side, and that
needs to change,” Gina shares.

In some areas, sales more than doubled for
Country Sweet’s product when compared to the
previous year in that store alone. Already a winwin for both retailer and supplier, the process
was virtually painless and
Merchandising
costless for both.

feels
undervalued, with a
lack of attention on
our intel side, and that
needs to change.
-Gina Pettit

“From a supplier
perspective, we
provided little-to-no
more assistance than
our usual supply. We
did run a coupon for a
two week period during
the contest and the $500 reward, but other
than that, it was all the stores themselves
that wanted to put in to win the contest,”
Gina recalls. “It was painless on both sides.
The gift card compared to the outcome in
sales was more than beneficial.”
And, she adds, it helped give a significant

So, outside of a twoweek coupon promotion
Country Sweet provided
for the Bako Sweet bags
and a $500 Visa gift card
for the winning store
to spend on any team
activity they wished, the
company did nothing but
watch the numbers climb.

Likewise, each store put more creativity in
the craft than it did in any additional supplies.
And, judging by a couple of the entries Gina
shared with me, they had fun putting these
together. What more could either side want
from a marketing opportunity?

A Country Sweet
Produce sweet
potato display
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up
close
A Closer Look at Southern
Valley Summer Squash
by Jessica Donnel

W

hen you’re in the
South, nothing screams
summertime like the
sunshiney hue of yellow squash!
Making it even easier to share
in this warm-weather culinary
delight is Southern Valley’s Grab
& Go Summer Squash Pouch Bag.
What better accompaniment to
the slow-moving, lazy vibes of
summer than a package you can
pluck straight from the shelf and
tote right into your kitchen with
barely any exertion? The graband-go trend is practically made
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for summer, and the look and
feel of Southern Valley’s Grab &
Go Summer Squash Pouch Bag
exudes a sensibility that gives
the consumer a feeling of quality,
safety, freshness, and overall
convenience.
With a simple, clean look that
highlights the bright color of
the squash in a see-through
window on the front, alongside
a mouthwatering graphic of the
product as a prepared recipe, the
Summer Squash Pouch Bag shines
brightly on the shelf. And, with

availability in 2 lb, 20 oz, 24 oz,
and even a variety of custom pack
sizes based on weight or count,
retailers can satisfy the wants and
needs of any consumer’s greatest
flavorsome aspirations.
An added bonus? Southern Valley’s
extended shelf-life packaging
allows all its Grab & Go products to
last up to four times the length of
conventional bulk boxes, while still
coming out virtually oxidation-free
and tasting freshly-plucked. What a
treat for the squash-loving summer
self in us all.

MENTORS IN THE MAKING

Kyla Oberman
By MELISSA DE LEON

O

NE OF THE UNIQUE
BEAUTIES of the
produce industry is
interconnectedness.
Competitors become
coworkers, employers become peers,
and there is always more to learn.
Throughout all of it, though, as Kyla
Oberman has learned from growing
up surrounded by produce and its
purveyors, are the relationships that
tie it all together.

“Our trade is relationship-based,”
Tanimura & Antle’s new Director of
Marketing tells me as we take a verbal
stroll through her fresh produce
past. “Throughout the entire industry,
whether it’s a clamshell manufacturer,
lettuce box printer, or even the
competition, that network is not just
my network—they are friends.”
Those friendships have blossomed
into work relationships and viceversa. Kyla weaves for me a tapestry
showing her successful and stillrising career shaped by who she
knows, including lifelong ties with the
produce business, starting from her
childhood.
“My mom, Kathy Garnett, worked for
the California Strawberry Commission.
Having grown up in Watsonville,
California, surrounded by agriculture,
and knowing people will always have
to eat, I had a conversation about my
future with her,” Kyla begins.
Her produce career came from, quite
literally, a fork in the road. With a
50 percent chance one way or the
other, Kyla tells me she might have
gone into the Silicon Valley instead of
Salinas Valley.
“I was living in Santa Cruz, California,
at the time, where you literally go left
or you go right,” Kyla laughs, while my
mind reels. Knowing the life she leads
includes not only professional success,
but a husband (Jeff Oberman) and
beautiful daughter (Harper Rose),
that came of working in fresh
produce, I can’t imagine her having
gone another way. I also learn that
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the voices of her childhood became
her colleagues and mentors, helping
to guide her within the industry.
Some of the many in produce
who have been, and continue to
be, essential in Kyla’s professional
and personal milestones are Janis
McIntosh, Packaging and Product
Manager for Naturipe® Farms; Robert
Verloop, Chief Operating Officer
and General Manager of Coastline
Family Farms; and Mark Munger, Vice
President of Sales and Marketing at
4Earth Farms.
“I have known Janis since I was
a teenager. She worked in the
strawberry world with my mom and
brought me to my very first PMA
Fresh Summit as a helper in the
Coastal Berry booth,” Kyla recalls
as the start of her and Janis’ work
relationship. After kick-starting her
career at McDill Associates and
learning so much, Kyla had begun
to look toward further growth. “She
has always been a friend, and when I
worked at McDill, she was my contact
for Naturipe. So we not only had our
friendship from our past, but also
a working relationship. When we
worked together, she showed me
the ropes, and she was not only
my immediate supervisor, but
my partner and friend.”

career over the last seven years. He has
challenged me at the work level, knowing
I might fail—I can even think of a handful
of scenarios where I turned to him and
realized he had just set me up! And he
would have that signature smile of his and
say, ‘Yes I did.’ I have grown mountains
because of him and cherish his advice.”
Her impression is an uncanny recall of
Robert’s character and leadership style,
and a complement to the other strong
voice she turns to in our industry: Mark.
“Mark and my mom worked together at
Driscoll’s in the early 90s. He had known
me as his coworker’s daughter, then I
babysat his children!” I can hear Kyla’s smile
over the phone as she recalls the evolution
of her friendship with Mark. “We later
developed into produce colleagues when I
worked at McDill—he, in addition to Janis, is
one of the key people to help me into that
grower/marketer hat I wear.”
That hat she speaks of serves her well,
especially in her new role with Tanimura &
Antle.
“I think many people will agree that when
you work in a marketing role with a grower,
you have to wear both hats. Mark and
Janis both had always taken the time to
impart any wisdom they could—always
the educators to help me understand why
they work on each project. I still carry with
me Mark’s need to be aware of why we
do anything—what is the takeaway for the
audience? He has always been there to take
value in me and my success,” Kyla says.

Kyla says that she arrived at
Naturipe answering to Janis
as her junior, but left having
come into her own and
knowing Janis was always
there to support and have
Kyla’s back.
Another mentor she was
reunited with at Naturipe
from pre-professional days was
Robert, who at the time was the
company’s Executive Vice President
of Marketing.
“Robert will forever be my mentor;
I told him he’s stuck with me,” she
laughs, but Kyla’s respect for Robert’s
words is evident. “He has been
responsible for the growth in my

Kyla Oberman
Director of Marketing,
Tanimura & Antle

I can’t help but notice that, even though she
has grown into the epitome of a “mentor in the
making,” Kyla still listens to the sage advice of
those who watched her grow up and into this
industry. Now, she is already helping return
that favor in working with the next generation
of fresh produce purveyors, serving as a career
ambassador in PMA’s Career Pathways.
“I consider it a privilege to participate in this
program; being partnered with a student by
Center for Growing Talent with PMA, I get
excited when given the chance to walk a show
floor with a student, to show them this world,
and to have the opportunity to open that door
for those fresh out of college,” she shares.
So, what is Kyla’s biggest piece of advice for
those looking to further themselves in our niche
world?
“Embrace the relationships you have with your
contacts. There is rarely someone I have come
across in produce who has made me feel like
we ‘just work together,’” she says. “Remember
that and know that the community you build in
this industry is that of valuable relationships: it’s
friendly competition—we all have each others’
backs.”

Mark Munger

Vice President Sales and
Marketing, 4Earth Farms
I have known Kyla since she was a teenager. She
was my two children’s favorite babysitter. They loved
her because of her energy, her playfulness, and her
creativity. My wife and I loved her because she was
responsible, mature, a great communicator, and
incredibly reliable. Even as a teenager, I could tell that
Kyla was going to be a superstar. It has been such a
pleasure and privilege watching Kyla develop into an
industry leader and a marketing trailblazer. Kyla has
worked hard for everything she has achieved, and
infuses that same creativity, passion, and energy that
I recognized long ago into everything she does. She
has made some solid career choices and worked with
some of the most innovative and creative companies
in the industry, a real testament to her talent and her
superb judgement. It has always been an honor to be
Kyla’s friend and, especially, to be considered one of her
mentors. I can’t express how proud I am of Kyla’s career
path and her accomplishments, and look forward to
watching her grow and continue to lead our industry!

Because, as Kyla has said and I’m sure we have
all experienced, produce is more than work—it’s
a passion.

The mentors

Here is what they have
to say about Kyla Oberman...

Janis McIntosh
Packaging and Product
Manager, Naturipe® Farms

Kyla grew up in the produce industry with
her mom working in the berry business,
and her home literally surrounded by berry
fields. It was only natural that she joined
the industry that was so much a part of her
life. I met Kyla early in her 20s when she
would help out at our Coastal Berry booth at
Fresh Summit. She was a hard worker then,
and years later when she joined Naturipe®
Farms she proved that you get better with
age. Kyla as a mentee was a quick study
and determined to learn everything. She
has her own style, which is very efficient,
and honestly, she can learn any job you put
in front of her. She would be an excellent
mentor to someone who wanted to learn
to take the initiative on projects, get
involved, build great work habits, promote
the industry, and become an asset to their
employer.

Robert Verloop

Chief Operating Officer and
General Manager, Coastline
Family Farms
It has been a real pleasure to have worked with Kyla
not only as a mentor, but as a colleague. During
her tenure at Naturipe Farms, I saw her evolve into
a well-rounded, driven, passionate member of the
produce industry. Starting her career under the
guidance of Missy McDill, Kyla learned the tactical
skills for successful marketing, advertising, and
communications, but also the crucial skills of project
management and the understanding needed to
translate strategy into actionable programs.
Kyla was the proverbial “sponge” and worked
hard to learn and excel in all aspects of promoting
Naturipe, from the strong heritage of the family
farmers to understanding the needs of our clients,
helping promote the berry category and expanding
communications. As a mentee, she knew when to
take control and when to ask for guidance—not just
from me, but from others throughout the organization
and industry. As her mentor, my role ranged from
providing guidance to being a sounding board
and introducing her to new opportunities, helping
her stretch beyond her comfort zone. I believe
one of the many values a mentor can provide is to
serve as a career development coach, encouraging
exploration beyond the obvious. Kyla accepted these
opportunities with passion and determination, which
will serve her well as she continues to evolve and
contribute to the produce industry.

Sponsored By
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Vacations
for your People & Your Business

M

By Rex Lawrence

y articles typically come from my
experience and/or conversations
with our clients. Recently, I was
discussing a vacation policy with one
of our executive search clients. To a
certain degree, he had trepidation
with letting his people take vacations. It’s not
that he was an “all work and no play” kind of
guy, but rather his issues were related to how
vacations adversely impacted his business. Not
coincidentally, this is the same business owner
who suffered in the areas of defined processes
and succession planning. I digress, so let’s keep
this about vacations.

FIVE REASONS WHY VACATIONS CAN BE GREAT
FOR EVERYONE

1

People need a break. They need to recharge their
batteries and come back to work with refreshed
perspectives and energy levels. It’s about mental
and physical health.
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2

Your business needs—yes, needs—mini stress
tests. Having a person or two out of the office
lets you see how your business, processes,
procedures, and systems function without
those people. This really is a great opportunity
to identify ways to improve, become more
efficient, and see how others do with more
and/or different responsibilities.

3
4
5

Preparing for a vacation(s) is a perfect time
to get people cross-trained, and then to make
sure they stay current in those additional skills
and responsibilities.
During the vacationer’s time out, it is a great
time to evaluate the other people with new
and/or added responsibilities, as mentioned
earlier. Who is ready for more? Who is ready to
move up? Who needs added training? Where
are the weak links?
What is the dynamic of the team without the
vacationer in the mix? Was the vacationer a
person who provided leadership or stability?
Or was that person helping to create drama
and tension? Is that applicable department
better or worse with or without this person?
What can you learn?

Vacation Success
Define vacation success for your group.
A few suggestions:
• Everything runs smoothly without the
vacationer
• The vacationer does not receive calls and/or get
pulled into work while they’re out
• The vacationer does not check emails while out
• The vacationer’s desk is clean and they’re not
returning to a pile and/or disaster
• You and the team learned how to improve the
processes
• People are cross-trained

So, now we can ALL look forward to vacations, not
just the person who is escaping to Hawaii. It’s time
for the boss to take a vacation and let the crosstrained team handle things without them!

Aloha!

Rex Lawrence, Founder
& President of Joe
Produce Search℠ Joe
Produce Search (JPS)
is the Executive Search
division of Joe Produce®.
Joe Produce Search is
comprised of experienced

• The team isn’t stressed out and exhausted when
it’s all over

search consultants and produce professionals.

• Customers—internal and external—are happy

management to C-level positions, throughout

• Your business didn’t miss a beat

produce and produce-related businesses.

Our placements range from middle
North America, covering a wide range of

• You’re more prepared than ever to be down a
person or two
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Cherries have been synonymous with sweetness since prehistory, boasting big
flavor in a bite-sized package that ranges from nearly black to bright-as-flame
reds and golds. Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van Bruggen, Anton Chekhov, and
John Ashbery, among others, have been moved to create classic works of art
inspired by these fleshy drupes and their orchards—flowering at the advent of
each spring. Let’s take a closer look at the category and these popular varieties…

Staccato®
SIZE

Large

COLOR

Vibrant, deep red to
mahogany

FLAVOR

Super sweet profile

Garnet
SIZE
COLOR
FLAVOR

Medium to large
Bright red
Firm and sweet

Skylar Rae®
SIZE
COLOR

FLAVOR

Large
Golden yellow with a
partial to full orange-red
blush
Very firm and “the sweetest
cherry you’ll ever eat”

Chelan
SIZE
COLOR
FLAVOR

Large
Dark red
Sweet with moderate
firmness
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Sweetheart
SIZE
COLOR
FLAVOR

Medium to large, heartshaped
Deep red with purple hints
Firm and sweet; mild
acidity

Tulare
SIZE
COLOR
FLAVOR

Oblong and symmetrical

COLOR
FLAVOR

Firm and sweet flesh that
varies from pink to red

Extra large
Golden yellow with high
levels of red blush
Dessert-sweet with a crisp
bite

Brooks
SIZE
COLOR
FLAVOR

Large and uniform
Dark red skin
Firm and sweet flesh that
varies from red to pink

Sequoia®
SIZE
COLOR
FLAVOR
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SIZE
COLOR
FLAVOR

Large
Dark red
Sweet, rich flavor

Large to extra-large
Mahogany
Very sweet with
underlying acidity and a
pleasing complexity

Bing
SIZE

Red

Orondo RubyTM
SIZE

Lapin

Large; the most
recognized variety in the
United States

COLOR

Deep mahogany red

FLAVOR

Firm, sweet, and juicy

Rainier
SIZE
COLOR
FLAVOR

Exceptionally large
Distinctively goldencolored with a red blush
Delicately sweet with
extraordinary sugar levels

Coral
SIZE
COLOR
FLAVOR

Large
Rich red with glossy finish
Very sweet with low
acidity

Skeena
SIZE
COLOR
FLAVOR

Large
Dark red, nearly black
Very firm and sweet
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u
T
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®
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Source | AndNowUKnow cherry supplier contributors
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APPLE STUFFED POBLANO PEPPERS
INGREDIENTS
1 package Crunch Pak® Apple Tart Slices,
diced
¾ lb organic grass-fed beef
4 poblano peppers
1 tomato, diced
½ package taco seasoning
¼ yellow onion
Yogurt cheese
1 avocado (optional)
Jalapeños and salsa for topping (optional)

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4
5

In a medium skillet, brown ground beef and onion, add taco
seasoning.
Cut poblano peppers lengthwise and clean out seeds.
Preheat oven to broil. Remove beef from heat, add tomato and
apple. Stir.
Stuff peppers with beef mixture and top with yogurt cheese. Broil
about 5-7 minutes.
Garnish with avocado, jalapeño, and salsa, if desired. Enjoy!

Prep Time: 10 min
Cook Time: 15 min
Servings: 8

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes
visit www.crunchpak.com
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Turning
the
Tables

Anthony Vineyards’ Grape Growing Revolution
by Robert Schaulis

From a small plot in Bakersfield, California, and four brothers’ efforts to
honor their father’s legacy, to an expansive 9,000-acre operation targeting
conventional and organic produce, Anthony Vineyards has always stood at the
forefront of an ever-changing industry. And with new partnerships and premium
specialty grape varieties, the company is pushing relentlessly forward…

Anthony Vineyards headquarters
in Bakersfield, California
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T

he table grape industry is
changing. A cursory glance
at your neighborhood
produce department
will tell you as much. Where once a
simple three-color assortment was the
standard, consumer demand for new
and novel eating experiences and robust
variety development programs aimed
at anticipating those demands have
transformed both the in-store experience
and grape-growing landscape.

“Ten years ago there were only a
few varieties for each color—a
black grape, which was
maybe a Summer Royal
or Autumn Royal; a
green grape, which was a
Sugraone, a Thompson,
or a Perlette; and a
red, which was a Flame
Seedless—and eventually
we had Crimson Seedless and
Scarlet Royal,” explains John
Harley, Vice President of Sales
and Marketing for Anthony
Vineyards.

traditionally tripartite scheme is creating
chaos among the color blocks.
“We’re seeing the onslaught of what we
now consider niche varieties, which are
focused more on flavor profile than, say,
the size of the fruit or bunch size or
color—or being seedless versus nonseedless,” John continues. But where
others might see turmoil in the profusion
of new grape varieties, John and the
Anthony Vineyards team see opportunity.
“We’ve done a lot in the way of
expanding in terms of facilities
and in the way of expanding
our varieties. For the first
time in our history, we’ve
partnered with outside
growers that have the same
values and a portfolio that
complements our own as far as
grape varieties are concerned,”
notes John.

In conjunction with its partners,
Anthony Vineyards is forging
John Harley
ahead, embracing these new
Vice President of Sales and
Marketing, Anthony Vineyards niche varieties to better meet
As a veteran of the grape
its customers’ evolving needs
industry and an indispensable
and end consumers’ demand for novel
part of the Bakersfield, California-based
premium grape varieties. Because, while
vertically-integrated grape grower and
niche now, these premium varieties seem
shipper, John has seen the industry
to suggest a sea-change, and Anthony
transition from its tricolor roots to its
Vineyards has always been one to ride at
current state. And, throughout that entire
the vanguard of the grape industry.
process, Anthony Vineyards has been
at the forefront of grape production
and marketing, anticipating trends and
transforming through the company’s
relentlessly innovative acumen for all
Some stories in our industry are like
things grapes.
fables. Not neat diagrammatic fables.

Four Brothers

“Now, there are 20 different varieties of
each color, and it’s hard to determine
which are the best varieties to get into,”
says John, noting that, beyond new
conventional and organic red, green,
and black offerings, an influx of grape
varieties that don’t fit squarely into this

Fables brimming with implication, rife
with the weight of history—of trials
and tribulations—and resounding with
triumph.
Following the death of a family
patriarch—an émigré who rose to
become “Juice Grape King” in a new
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Domenick “Cookie” Bianco (left)
and Robert “Bobby” Bianco (right),
Co-Founders of Anthony Vineyards

land—four brothers convene on
a small parcel of land—160 acres
some 6,000 miles from their father’s
birthplace—and establish what will
become their lives’ work—their
legacy—their vineyard. Armed
with an expansiveness of spirit, a
revolutionary approach, and an
unsurpassed ardor for their craft—
the cultivation and sale of grapes—
these brothers would go on to grow
their operation into a table grape
growing empire.

An Expansive Future
Those four brothers were the
founders of Anthony Vineyards;
their father was the company’s
namesake Anthony A. Bianco, and
the story took place some 50 years
ago in Bakersfield, California.
Today, Anthony Vineyards operates
on more than 9,000 acres, with

“

Co-Founders Domenick “Cookie”
Bianco and Robert “Bobby” Bianco
continuing to oversee day-to-day
operations.
And the company is continuing to
expand. Having shifted its focus
to meet the shifting demands of
customers and consumers, John tells
me, Anthony Vineyards remains at
the forefront of the industry. And its
latest partnerships—working with
like-minded grape growers in order to
grow its operation and further establish
Anthony Vineyards in the organic
and premium specialty grape space—
are one indicator of the company’s
ability to constantly evolve and meet a
changeable industry’s needs.
“Anthony Vineyards has progressed
through this whole transformation
of the grape industry. Right now,
the company is a conventional and
organic grape shipper and producer.
We’re continuing to develop the

We’re seeing the onslaught of what we now consider niche
varieties, which are focused more on flavor profile than, say,
the size of the fruit or bunch size or color—or being seedless
- John Harley, Vice President of Sales
versus non-seedless.
and Marketing, Anthony Vineyards
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”

organic side of
our business. In
fact, more than
50 percent of our
production is now
organic,” says John. “Prior to
three years ago, we grew 100 percent of
the grapes that we marketed. Now we have
these associations with like-minded grape
growers which complement our production
and will help us move forward in the
California—and possibly the international—
grape production and marketing businesses.
If these niche varieties are successful in our
domestic season—California season—we
would like to import them and have them
available to our customers year-round. And
by importing them, we are not bound by
U.S. marketing laws. So we could offer all
of the high-flavor profile grapes that are in
production all over the world.”
Meanwhile, recent partnerships have also
allowed Anthony Vineyards to redirect its
focus to new niche varieties in partnership
with the Fabbri Group and IFG.
“The Fabbri Group are growers of IFG
Varieties such as Candy Dreams™, Candy
Hearts™, and Sweet Sapphire® varieties,”
John explains, noting that alongside new
varieties, Anthony Vineyards will be
introducing a new label. “Candy Hearts,
Candy Dreams, and Sweet Sapphire, as
well as the Sweet Globe® will be available
in our new Bright Vines label, as well as
our Anthony Vineyards labels, this
coming season. We’re working on
the marketing, labeling, and
merchandising of these
niche products. We’re
going to implement
a new label that
is going to
represent those
volumes for

™

us—those specialty
volumes that have very
specific taste profiles.”
So with new partnerships in
place to source conventional grapes
and new partnerships in place to grow
and develop niche varieties, Anthony
Vineyards is primed to tackle the shifting
challenges of a mercurial grape industry.
“It gives us the opportunity to develop
that third category,” John adds. “I think
that’s the biggest change in direction
that Anthony Vineyards has
gone through in the last 25
years. Basically, what this
transformation has done
is force us to look at
alternatives. Something
that we realized we
cannot do is do it all
successfully—be a
production company,
a marketer, be
involved in all these
different growing
regions, and all these
new varieties. All at
the same time! You
can’t be a master of all
things!”

®

And while all these things
may not be achievable in house, so
to speak, through partnerships and
shrewd maneuvering, Anthony Vineyards
is proving that much can still be
accomplished.
With a storied past behind the company
and an eye attuned to the shifting
landscape of grape growing, the company
has stood the test of time and become
both giant and journeyman—standard
bearer and nimble innovator. The future is
bright for Anthony Vineyards.

®
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KALE-STUFFED AVOCADOS
INGREDIENTS
3 ripe Emeralds in the Rough avocados
3 cups raw kale leaves
⅓ cup dried cherries
⅓ cup toasted hazelnuts
1 tbsp olive oil
1 tsp lemon juice
¼ cup chèvre
salt and pepper, to taste
Prep Time: 10 min
Servings: 6

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4
5
6

Finely chop the kale leaves, either in a food processor or with a
knife.
Chop the dried cherries and toasted hazelnuts into small pieces,
mix together with the kale.
Add the olive oil and lemon juice to the kale mixture and mix to
combine. Season lightly with salt and pepper.
Crumble the chèvre into the kale and mix gently to combine.
Using a sharp knife, slice the avocados in half. Remove the pit
and fill the holes with the salad mixture.
Eat with a fork or spoon, adding more salad as desired.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes
visit www.worldsfinestavocados.com
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?

California Avocados.
You Know the Difference.
Call 1-800-344-4333 or visit CaliforniaAvocado.com/Retail

© 2018 California Avocado Commission. All rights reserved.

Coastal Views and
Industry News:
A Sneak Peek at This Year’s Organic Produce Summit

By Lillie Apostolos

he only thing that can make
Monterey, California’s picturesque
coastline more attractive is a group
of produce-loving folks looking to
celebrate organics and harvest industry intel
that will propel their businesses forward.
The Organic Produce Network (OPN) is
ringing in its third annual Organic Produce
Summit (OPS) on July 11 and July 12,
2018 at the Monterey Conference Center
in Monterey, California, an event not to
be missed for organic growers/packers/
shippers and buyers from across the
industry. With educational opportunities
and presenting speakers lined up, this year’s
happenings are sure to blow success right
out of the water.

With room to roam, thanks to the new
location for the event, this year’s summit
will encompass different aspects of the
industry. The sold out floor offers 130
producers a chance to spotlight their
goods to over 200 retailers and buyers—
such as Kroger, Albertsons, Costco
Wholesale, and many more—with a total
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of 1,300-plus attendees heading to the
coastal town. From a logical standpoint,
with a two-part educational session
on the organic supply chain, to the
emotional draw that organics provides,
with a talk on Blue Zones, OPS has
something for everyone to hear and learn
more about, making it, yet again, an
epicenter of craft, passion, and intellect
for those within the industry.
“When you bring together organic
producers and the retailers, the question
boils down to, ‘What can
we do to sell more?’
Our educational
sessions really take
aim at this question,”
OPN Co-Founder
and CEO Matt Seeley
shares. “When you give companies like
Nielsen the opportunity to talk organic
produce data, sales analysis, and trend
opportunities, people zero in on that.
When we talk about organic supply
chain, what works and what doesn’t work,
attendees think, ‘That will help me sell
more product,’ so it is well-attended and
fun. We’re trying to stay in the lane that
is geared toward what is going to help
attendees increase sales, generate greater
visibility for organics, and help our
industry move more product.”

Opening day, the first thing scheduled for
attendees is Retailer Buyer Field Tours,
an opportunity to fully engage with, and
learn from, those throughout the industry
from 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. The party
doesn’t stop there—following the tours is a
reception, held from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
that evening. With a short break in between,
you can either roam Steinbeck’s old turf or
catch up on some Z’s to really gear up for a
fun night networking with produce industry
professionals.
After a beautiful first day, welcoming those
flocking to Monterey for the insightful
weekend, attendees eager to learn the latest
industry movements will have a chance to
engage in a series of panels.
“The beauty of a convention
like this is that it helps
the industry dispel a
perception that organic
growers and shippers
are small. Many of our
suppliers are growing full
portfolios of organics, and it continues to
strengthen our relationship. Each year, we
look forward to connecting with some of
our most strategic partners at the show,”
Randy Riley, Director of Produce
for Kroger and participant in the show’s
retail roundtable, tells me. “The Kroger
Company has been committed to organics
for more than a decade. Looking at the
retail landscape, our company has been at
the forefront of driving its steady growth
since the beginning. The best part is that
our customers continue to reward us all
for finding new and inspirational offerings.
The strength of the industry today should
make us all proud; we’ve grown this business
together.”
One of the first educational breakout
sessions is Deep Dive: A Look at Organic Sales

and Trends with Nielsen and The Hartman
Group, bringing Kevin Coupe of Morning
News Beat on deck to moderate Nielsen’s
Vice President of Consumer Insight, Jordan
Rost, and Hartman Retainer Services’ Vice
President, Melissa Abbot. The session takes
place from 8:00 a.m. to 8:50 a.m., and it
dives into sales, trends, and analysis of the
fresh and organic produce industry, as well
as consumer behavior and attitudes toward
the multi-billion-dollar category.
For those who are more media-inclined, there
is a second breakout session, Organics and
Media: New Landscape of Information, which
takes place at the same time and has Better
Health Enabler’s CEO, Ashley Koff, R.D,
moderating the Emmy Award-winning Laura
Evans Media’s Founder, Laura Evans; the
renowned New York Times consumer health
reporter, Anahad O’Connor; and Natural
Grocers’ Social Media Marketing Director,
Ryan Amiraut. During this session, attendees
will hear from media experts on consumers’
reception of organic produce news and
information. In addition to this peek behind
the media curtain, attendees will learn
how to actively engage with the media to
communicate the benefits of organic.

The third educational breakout session
during this same time frame—again, from
8:00 a.m. to 8:50 a.m.—is called The Organic
Supply Chain I: Opportunities and Challenges; it’s
a two-part series throughout the morning
to create a perfect storm of supply chain
insight. At this breakout session,

Greg Corrigan, Senior Director of Produce, and Michael Schutt,
Category Manager for Produce, from Raley’s meet with an exhibitor
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BillieRae Starsiak, Assistant Category Buyer, from Southeastern Grocers and
Gilbert Hinojosa, Organic Commodity Sales Manager, from Beachside Produce

California Avocado Commission’s
Vice President of Marketing, Jan
DeLyser, will moderate a panel consisting
of Braga Fresh Family Farms’ President
and CEO, Rod Braga; Wawona Packing’s
CEO, Will Feliz; and Stemilt Growers’
Marketing Director, Roger Pepperl.
“I attended the Organic
Produce Summit
for the first time
in 2017 and was
genuinely blown
away by the retail and
foodservice decision
makers in attendance, the opportunities
for engagement throughout the event,
and the informative educational sessions.
The show effectively brings together
the broader industry with a focus on
organics—both the opportunities and
the challenges,” Jan shares. “It’s amazing
to see the success of the OPS team in
just the few short years of their existence.
Organic produce sales continue to grow,
approaching $5 billion, and this show
provides a clear demonstration of the
produce industry’s continuing interest in
organics.”
I also spoke with panelist Roger
Pepperl, Stemilt Growers’
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Marketing Director, who shares the
value he enjoys most when participating
in the event.
“The show is valuable because of its
razor-sharp focus on organic produce,
the supply, and the promotion of both
included. It brings both the retailer
and grower closer together, which has
been missing in the past. It also gives
growers an opportunity to elevate their
brands, their story, and how the product
is grown,” Roger says to me. “We also
get the opportunity to be transparent
about our costs, labor issues, and our
technologies to help solve our issues.
New variety development work is easier
to discuss in this environment, as well
as packaging work to help sell it. Our
communication programs
are also interesting
to discuss with this
crowd.”
The second leg of the
informational offerings
runs 9:00 a.m. to 9:50
a.m., bringing two more educational
breakout sessions to fruition. First up is
The Organic Supply Chain II: Opportunities
and Challenges, which picks up where the
second panel left off with Marketing

Consultant Jeff Jackson moderating
the discussion between State Garden/
Olivia’s Organics’ Vice President of Sales
and Marketing, Ken Reagan; Robinson
Fresh’s Vice President of Global Sourcing,
Michael Castagnetto; and Sprouts
Farmers Markets’ Vice President of the
Supply Chain, Rodney Bond.
Those looking to learn about organic
produce endeavors with e-commerce need
look no further. During the same time
slot, 9:00 a.m. to 9:50 a.m., E-Grocery and
the Future of Organic Fresh Produce at Retail
offers know-how from Kevin Coupe, who
is also moderating this panel; Peapod’s
Vice President of Merchandising, Tony
Stallone; Instacart’s Head of Brand
Partnerships, Dan Bourgault; and Sun
Basket’s COO, Don Barnett. Attendees
will explore direct-to-consumer food
business and how it impacts the fresh
organic produce business, ultimately
changing the nature of retail.
The sixth educational session, in total,
is called Organic Ingredients: Creating New
Opportunities in the Produce Department.
This panel will also be held from 9:00
a.m. to 9:50 a.m. with the following
panelists: Lisa McNeece, Vice President
of Industrial Sales for Grimmway
Farms; Joost Hamelink, Vice President
of Sustainability and Marketing for
Tradin Organic; and Bryan Jaynes, Vice
President of Product Management and
Marketing for Taylor Farms. Together,
they will dive into retailers’ opportunities
to incorporate organics. Chad Hagen,
Vice President of Consumer Products
Group for SunOpta, will be moderating
the vibrant discussion about the evolution
and expansion of organic ingredients,
as well as the opportunities available
for brands and retailers to create new
products for produce departments.
After a half hour break, participants in
this year’s event will enjoy three keynote
speakers: noted journalist, author, and
discoverer of Blue Zones, Dan Buettner;
President of Albertsons’ OWN Brands,
Geoff White; and President of Campbell
Fresh, Ed Carolan.
“It’s no secret that organic
foods is a rapidly growing
segment of our business,
and produce is the
gateway to an organic
lifestyle. Our exclusive
O Organics® brand is

dedicated to offering delicious organic
products for every meal and committed
to meeting the growing demand in daily
snacking occasions,” Geoff White,
President of Albertsons’ Own
Brands, explains. “We already offer
USDA-certified organic produce snacks
like O Organics® Baby Rainbow Carrots
and O Organics® mini cucumbers.
We’re looking forward to introducing
even more USDA-certified organic
snacks this summer beyond produce
like O Organics® Blue Corn Chips,
Kettle Chips, and Beef Jerky. Albertsons
is innovating so quickly because the
industry has never moved faster, so it’s
critical for us to stay closely connected
with organic growers and distributors.
I’m grateful for the role the Organic
Produce Summit plays in fostering those
important relationships.”
We’re trying to stay in the lane
that is geared toward what
is going to help attendees
increase sales, generate
greater visibility for organics,
and help our industry move
more product.
— Matt Seeley, Co-Founder &
CEO, Organic Produce Network
There will also be a heavy-hitting retail
roundtable, where moderator Tonya
Antle, Organic Produce Network’s
Co-Founder and EVP, will talk about
navigating the retail landscape alongside
panelists Ron McCormick, Senior
Director of Global Produce Sourcing
for Walmart; Randy Riley, Director of
Produce for Kroger; and Roger Harkrider,
Director of Produce for Meijer. The
keynote speakers will present from 10:30
a.m. to noon.
The exhibit is where the magic happens.
At this year’s sold-out event, there are
130 growers/shipper and processors
from all corners of the organic produce
industry signed up to show you the goods!
From 1:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., attendees
will buzz through the exhibit, making
connections and building business.
The only thing left to say is “Have fun!”
because those in-the-know are already
privy to the advantages OPS uniquely
offers. So, who are you most excited to
see at this must-attend event?
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Vidalia Onions:
Peeling Back the Layers
By Geneva Hutcheson
s Georgian as Coca-Cola, the Stone
Mountains, and the Golden Isles, Vidalia
onions are truly unique—a testament
to the strength of the produce industry.
John Shuman, President and CEO of Shuman
Produce, understands the journey of the Vidalia
onion as well as anyone. When I spoke with him
about the bulbous wonder, he elucidated what
makes him passionate about the Vidalia onion and
how that has driven the category for Shuman Produce.

John Shuman,
President & CEO,
Shuman Produce

Geneva Hutcheson: What

1

Q

differentiates Shuman’s Vidalia
onion program from its
competition, and what makes
a RealSweet® Vidalia onion
particularly unique?

John Shuman: Shuman Produce is a
family of farms. Over 20 years ago, we
decided that we could achieve more
collectively than individually. That decision
has resulted in one of the most well-designed
programs in the Vidalia sweet onion industry.
Today, Shuman Produce and the RealSweet®
brand remain one of the most recognized
and trusted programs in the industry. Our
commitment to each other is our strength.
Shuman Produce expanded in April of
2017 with the purchase of a Vidalia onion

packing facility and 620 acres of farmland.
Since that time, there have been extensive
renovations made to the facility to improve
efficiencies and modernize. These include a
new shipping cooler, state-of-the-art Compac
grader/sorter and new bagging machines,
new drying/curing rooms, additional cold
storage capacity, and a purchase of over
9,000 macro-plastic bins.
Every decision we make is to improve our
overall program, and to provide consistent
customer service, quality, and innovative
marketing to our customers. Vidalia sweet
onions can only grow in a small area in
southeast Georgia. Our unique soil and
climate are what make these
onions some of the sweetest
on the market.

Geneva Hutcheson
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RealSweet® Vidalia onions from Shuman Produce

2

Q

GH: How

do you recommend
that retailers market RealSweet
Vidalia onions?

GH: What

JS: Customers rely on us to enhance their
merchandising efforts, so we work hard to
stay on the forefront of current trends. We
continue to think of new ways to improve
our current programs. Shuman Produce
offers customized on-package coupon crosspromotions, POS materials, and attractive
packaging made from high-quality materials.

JS: Three out of five households purchase
sweet onions. Consumers who purchase
sweet onions typically have a bigger ring at
the register than those who don’t. Vidalia
sweet onions are commonly purchased with
fresh meat, peppers, potatoes, mushrooms,
and celery. Pairing these items together and
offering recipe ideas is a simple, yet effective,
way to drive sales across these categories.

“The bin features health
benefits and usage
suggestions, as well as
tips on a variety of savory
dishes to prepare.”
–John Shuman, President & CEO, Shuman Produce

This season, Shuman Produce is unveiling a
new, redesigned secondary display bin. This
eye-catching bin is perfect for use inside the
produce department and in other areas of
the store to drive sales for cross promotions.
The bin features health benefits and usage
suggestions, as well as tips on a variety of
savory dishes to prepare. Retailers can stock
the new bin with either consumer bags or
loose RealSweet Vidalia onions. Shuman
Produce also offers a variety of consumer
pack options, secondary and large displays,
and display-ready containers and cartons
that can address a customer’s specific needs.
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do the numbers tell
you about opportunities in this
category?

GH: What

opportunities for
growth exist in this category?
How do you recommend that
retailers access these?
JS: The key to growth in the Vidalia onion
industry, as well as the entire produce
industry, is to educate our younger
generations on the many health benefits of
eating fruits and vegetables. Making that
information readily available to consumers,
along with great tasting recipes, boosts the
movement toward healthier food choices.
This is what Produce for Kids® (PFK) is all
about. Shuman Produce founded PFK in
2002. Today, PFK is dedicated to educating
parents and children on the benefits of eating
fruits and vegetables, as well as supporting
local charitable organizations such as Feeding
America.

3

Q

4

Q

5

Q

GH: Are

GH: What

JS: In 2018, there are just over 30 different
registered growers in the Vidalia industry,
which is limited to a growing area of 20
Southeast Georgia counties. But more than
75 percent of the industry’s acreage is grown
and packed in just two of those counties:
Tattnall and Toombs, with Tattnall County
being the largest producer. This makes its
appeal and unique background
that much more a benefit
for retailers.

JS: Based in Tattnall County, the largest
producing county in the Vidalia onion
growing region, Vidalia onions become a way
of life for you and your family. Each spring,
the smells of harvest trigger good memories,
and it means spring is here. It reminds me
of growing up playing baseball; the scent of
a leather baseball glove recalls summertime
memories for me. There are things in life
that have a certain smell that brings back
memories. That’s the same way Vidalia
onions are—the sights, sounds, and smells
of the harvest trigger great memories for me
and my family, and excitement builds as a
new crop is on the way.

there any common
misconceptions about the
category that you would like to
expel? Or little-known facts to
which you would like to draw our
readers’ attention?

makes you passionate
about being in the Vidalia onion
business?

6

Q

Vidalia onions have been at the heart of our
family’s legacy for three generations. The
core values that were passed down to me are
the ones I will pass along to my children and
grandchildren. Quality, customer service,
innovative marketing, and giving back are
about more than just sweet onions. These
principles can be applied to several aspects
of life.

Onions are a way of life for more than
just John; they are the backbone of
every soup, the flavor behind every
stir-fry, and crunch on every burger.
And, with Vidalia season finally upon us,
I can’t wait to incorporate Vidalia sweet
onions into a plethora of dishes.
From Left to Right: John Shuman, Alan Sikes, Brett McLain, Mark Shuman, and David Jarriel
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up
close
A Closer Look at Mann’s
fresh Veggie Rice
By Robert Schaulis

L

ooking for an alternative
to traditional grains for
your consumers? A way to
help them cut carbs without
sacrificing flavor? With the
company’s new chef-inspired
line of Fresh Veggie Rice
products—each made with
a different blend of healthy
veggies—Mann Packing
has everything a produce
department needs to boost
sales and satisfy customers.
Now, shoppers have another
quick and convenient way to
introduce fresh veggies to
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staple dishes and add low-carb,
low-calorie, and high-flavor
options to their meals.
Mann’s new value-added
veggie line is more than mere
rice. It’s a healthy addition
to any stir-fry, paella, frittata,
salad, or sushi. Consumers can
skip the prep and get straight
to the main course with Mann’s
Cauliflower “Fried Rice” Blend,
Broccoli & Sweet Potato “Rice”
Blend, and Cauliflower “Rice.”
And while Mann’s new line
offers eye-catching high-

graphic packaging, it’s more
than just a pretty face; steamin-bag technology makes
prepping Mann’s gluten free
all-natural rice offerings a
breeze.
Whether thinking outside the
box with Broccoli & Sweet
Potato “Rice” risotto or
bowling guests over with a
Cauliflower “Rice” burrito bowl,
customers have a range of new
ways to introduce fresh veggies
to their favorite dishes—thanks
to Mann Packing’s new Fresh
Veggie Rice.

At Del Monte, we’ve kept the produce industry
convenient for 125 years. How we do it is also
why we do it. We’re fresh-fruit fanatics, which is
why we’re also healthy-lifestyle fanatics. On-thego fanatics. Individual-portion fanatics. Innovation
fanatics. And supply-chain fanatics. So you could
even say we’re fanatically reliable.

FRESHDELMONTE.COM

@DelMonteFreshProduce

1-800-950-3683

@DelMonteFresh

FRUITS.COM

@DelMonteFresh

FRUITFANATICS.COM
©2018 Del Monte Fresh Produce N.A., Inc.

DelMonteFresh

PLANTING
THE SEEDS OF
A LEGACY:
A Meeting of the Minds
By Jordan Okumura

John Wilkinson and Tom Nunes, Jr.
walking the strawberry fields in Santa
Maria, California
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Santa Maria, CA

T

he best partnerships in our industry
bring more than just a common
interest to the table. They bring
passion, an unwavering set of values,
and a deep sense of commitment. And, if you
are The Nunes Company and BlazerWilkinson,
you can elevate that partnership with a
discerning and keen eye for innovation and
a longstanding vision to build an industryrecognized brand and legacy.
Bringing more than five combined decades to
the table, Tom Nunes, Jr., a.k.a. T4, President
of The Nunes Company and the popular Foxy
brands, and John Wilkinson, Co-Founder of
strawberry growing operation BlazerWilkinson,
join me to discuss the roots of their story and
how a dinner table conversation led to an
unrivaled collaboration.

“What was cultivated between The Nunes
Company and BlazerWilkinson began as a
friendship that developed into a business
relationship—comfortably and seamlessly, built
entirely on trust. At Nunes, building quality
relationships matters to us and is at the core
of what we do,” Tom says. “This is the way
we love to do business and the way we have
evolved our program for over 40 years, and
we are proud to continue building on that
foundation. Our partnership came from one of
those rare occasions where the conversation

aligns, and all the pieces come together as if
the fit was always waiting for us to find it.”

SETTING THE TABLE FOR
THE FUTURE
That rare occasion that planted the seeds for
this partnership took place in early December
2007, when Tom and his wife Margot joined
John and Pam Wilkinson for a pleasant
holiday dinner in Carmel Valley, California.
While friendship and the meal may have been
the reason for coming together, the “meat”

“OUR PARTNERSHIP
CAME FROM ONE
OF THOSE RARE
OCCASIONS WHERE
THE CONVERSATION
ALIGNS, AND ALL
THE PIECES COME
TOGETHER...”

- Tom Nunes, Jr., President, The Nunes Company
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Tom Nunes, Jr. (left) and John Wilkinson
(right) walking through a field that
supplies their Foxy brand strawberries

of the dinner quickly became a conversation
about the produce industry and the Foxy
brand.

“WITH
INTEGRITY AND
RELIABILITY, THE
NUNES TEAM BUILT
THAT BRAND INTO
ONE OF THE MOST
WELL-KNOWN
BRANDS IN THE
WESTERN FRESH
PRODUCE INDUSTRY.”
- John Wilkinson, Co-Founder, BlazerWilkinson
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Over the decades, The Nunes Company
has established a strong history of licensing
the Foxy brand to other companies in the
industry, extending its promise of quality,
care, and stewardship to those able to match
its values. Given the nearly three-decadelong friendship between Tom and John, that
dinner conversation inevitably led to the
idea that BlazerWilkinson could license the
Foxy brand to sell its own premium-quality
conventional and organic strawberries.
John Wilkinson and Scott Blazer founded
BlazerWilkinson in 1996, distributing fresh
strawberries, along with growing, packing, and
shipping from their own California strawberry
farms, which were established in 2003.
“We had been packing under our Big Red
label and increasing our company’s growing
operations gradually each year,” John says. “The
Nunes family had begun packing iceberg lettuce
under the Foxy brand in 1976 and then rapidly
expanded it to all the western vegetable items.
With integrity and reliability, the Nunes team
built that brand into one of the most well-known
brands in the Western fresh produce industry.
The thought of using a well-established brand
such as Foxy made a lot of sense to us.”

A week later, following that fruitful conversation,
Tom, Scott, John, and John’s oldest son, Jack,
were sitting over lunch making plans to switch
to the Foxy brand early in the spring of 2008.
What the two companies walked away from
the table with that day, was a new licensing
agreement that would allow BlazerWilkinson
to use the prestigious Foxy brand to sell its
program’s strawberries.

RISING TO THE TOP OF
THE STRAWBERRY GAME
While today, the partnership has grown into
an established program coveted by retailers
across the country, the roots of that 2007
dinner conversation are still fresh in Tom and
John’s mind.
“It is amazing to think that initial talk was
more than ten years ago as the relationship
between our families and the business has
continued to grow,” Tom says. “While it
was the spring of 2008 when the first Foxy
strawberries began appearing on retail
shelves, we were already positioning
ourselves for the next wave of growth
and in 2010 we, in partnership with
BlazerWilkinson, began farming our first
strawberry crop.”

And with that strong foundation on both
sides in place, the relationship between the
families and the business has continued to
flourish for over a decade.
With both conventional and organic berry
demand growing in leaps and bounds, Tom
shares that the partnership made complete
sense, on more than one level.

“THESE PARTNERSHIPS
ENSURE THAT
BLAZERWILKINSON
CAN CONTROL THE
HEALTH, QUALITY,
AND APPEARANCE OF
THE FINAL PRODUCT.”
- John Wilkinson

Within a year, BlazerWilkinson began
farming strawberries on Nunes’ ranches
taking advantage of its large, high-quality
land base. In 2012, BlazerWilkinson went
into partnership with Daren Gee as one of
the largest strawberry growers in Santa
Maria—well known for his strong, highquality fruit.
“These partnerships ensure that
BlazerWilkinson can control the health,
quality, and appearance of the final
product,” John adds.

Above: Fresh BlazerWilkinson
strawberries; Below: A strawberry field in
Santa Maria, CA
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John Wilkinson (left) and Tom Nunes, Jr.
(right) inspecting a strawberry field in
Santa Maria, CA

“It all really did happen that quickly; and it is
a testament to the kind of relationships we
build here at Nunes,” Tom smiles and says.
“We knew we wanted to be a part of the
expanding and exciting berry marketplace,
and growing my friendship with John and
Scott into a business relationship felt like
an easy and natural progression. Nunes
and BlazerWilkinson have similar business
philosophies and goals, and Scott and
John have many years of experience in the
strawberry business. With these attributes, we
have become strong, like-minded partners.”

SPEAKING THE RETAIL
LANGUAGE
Those on the buy-side might be asking what
benefit this relationship will be to them. Well,
Tom has an answer for that as well.
“One of the major benefits of the
BlazerWilkinson-Foxy relationship will be
providing an opportunity to load strawberries
along with ‘Foxy’ vegetable items, creating
a true one-stop-shop for retailers,” he
explains. “As customers look to maximize
their efficiencies, the ability to offer premiumquality strawberries and vegetable items at
the same loading facility becomes a necessity.”
Today, BlazerWilkinson ships conventional and
organic blueberries several months out of the
year, and already has laid down the groundwork
in Mexico, Georgia, California, and British
Columbia to offer an expanded availability soon.
Also, keep your eyes peeled for BlazerWilkinson
raspberries bearing the Foxy label popping up
in stores not too far down the road, the Nunes
and BlazerWilkinson team adds.
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“AS CUSTOMERS
LOOK TO MAXIMIZE
THEIR EFFICIENCIES,
THE ABILITY TO OFFER
PREMIUM-QUALITY
STRAWBERRIES AND
VEGETABLE ITEMS AT
THE SAME LOADING
FACILITY BECOMES A
NECESSITY.”
- Tom Nunes, Jr.

“In the future, we can expect solid growth in
both conventional and organic berries,” John
shares with me, adding that it is important
to emphasize that these family farms work
together to produce high-quality berries and
vegetables under the Foxy brand. “Together,
our unified approach to promote and
market the Foxy brand is one that puts an
unmatchable priority on top-quality customer
service and reliability.”
As the saying goes, two heads may be better
than one, and, in our industry, the breaking of
bread between friends can be an undeniable
and essential catalyst for many great
moments—a passionate conversation, a new
perspective, and, oftentimes, for those of us
in fresh produce, the start of a beautiful and
enduring business relationship.
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INFINITE SUMMER SKEWERS

INGREDIENTS
1 Infinite Gold Cantaloupe
8 mozzarella balls
8 prosciutto slices
8 rosemary skewers

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3

Wrap a fresh mozzarella ball (or chunk) in a thin slice of
prosciutto.
Use a vegetable slicer to cut a thin ribbon of Infinite Gold and
wrap around the prosciutto and mozzarella.
Secure and garnish with a rosemary skewer.

Prep Time: 20 min
Servings: 8

For more delicious, healthy, & nutritious
recipes visit www.infinitecantaloupe.com
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Voices from
the Industry

A perfect pool party snack, barbecue side, or
mid-workday nibble, melons have the ability to
make their way into our days, bringing unique
moments for fun with every bite. Whether
green, pink, or orange, there is something
magical about melons and the experiences
they offer this time of year. So, is this season
mel-on or mel-off? Let’s find out…
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Mike Tucker
RETAIL CATEGORY
MANAGER, SAKATA
SEED AMERICA

John Corsaro

CEO, GIUMARRA COMPANIES
Our Nature’s Partner
seedless watermelon is one
of my all-time favorite items
to snack on and include at a
barbecue, of course. We go
through watermelon in our
house like crazy, especially
during warm weather. I prefer
to eat it by itself as a snack, but
I’ve also had some great ceviche
served with watermelon. Our
employees also love to snack
on watermelon, with or without
Tajín. Another fun tip is to eat
the whole watermelon! The rind
can be pickled, stir-fried, grated
for coleslaw, etc. I’m challenging
myself to find new ways to eat
the whole melon.

In the retail segment, we
continue to see an increasing
demand for LSL, or long shelf-life,
melons; however, for many years,
LSLs have lacked the traditional
cantaloupe flavor profile. Only
recently have we started to see
melons that hold a longer shelflife and provide a great eating
experience for the end consumer,
like our Infinite Gold cantaloupe.
This melon has seen growth due
to the success for growers, the
retailers, and, most importantly,
the consumer! It’s perfect for
summer evenings, simply cut up
and served, or used as a flavor
boost to your favorite
cocktail.

Craig Slate
CEO, SUNFED®

My favorite melon is the
SunFed® honeydew! And my
second favorite is the SunFed
cantaloupe. Melons always make
me think of springtime and the
start of a new summer. They
are always cool and refreshing.
Sliced and ice-cold out of
the fridge is typically how I
enjoy them both. However, I
recommend a SunDew Rum
Runner: 50 percent SunFed
Honeydew, 25 percent rum, 25
percent ice, and a few splashes
of lime juice. It can be blended
or over rocks. That’s the way to
kick-off your summer!

We are so
encouraged to see more
retailers focusing on
taste. As many of our
supermarket partners
have told us over the
GENERAL MANAGER,
years, ‘a low price will sell
PACIFIC TRELLIS FRUIT the item once, a great
eating experience will sell
DULCINEA FARMS
it every week.’ This focus
fits perfectly with Dulcinea’s Fruit of Legendary
Perfection® and the consistently great eating
experience our fruit delivers.

Josh Leichter
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DULCINEA
®

FRUIT OF LEGENDARY PERFECTION®

THE TASTE CONSUMERS

CRAVE

Dulcinea® drives repeat business by delivering sweet, juicy, full-flavored premium melons every time.
Contact Sales at dulcinea.com Los Angeles 323.859.9600 | Fresno 559.255.5400 | New Jersey 856.457.8244

AMERICA’S
ANSWER TO
FRESH
Offering the largest selection of
conventional and organic vegetables.

Foxy.com

Wholesome Heroes
represents individuals who are
making a positive impact in their
community through their work,
volunteer efforts, or health and
wellness initiatives.

RAINIER ® FRUIT CELEBRATES WHOLESOME HEROES

Paul West
Produce Sourcing Specialist, Sobeys

YEARS IN PRODUCE

YEARS WITH Sobeys

FAVORITE PRODUCE ITEM

35

2

All fruits
& asparagus

1
WHAT MAKES PAUL A
WHOLESOME HERO?
Paul got into cycling in 2012
and has since done a number of
charity rides to raise both money
and awareness for different
causes including MS, diabetes,
cancer, and recognition for
veterans. Paul’s only break from
the produce industry was to join
the Navy from 1981 to 1987,
returning afterward to hold
positions from produce manager
to buyer. He’s passionate about
this, saying it feels good to be
able to contribute in any small
way he can because there are so
many worthy causes.

1

WHAT HE’S LEARNED

2

SPECIAL MOMENTS

3

WHAT WOULD paul TELL
OTHERS ABOUT VOLUNTEERING

4

TAKEAWAY FOR REAL LIFE

5

TODAY

6

WHY HE LOVES THE
PRODUCE INDUSTRY
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He’s not a big fan of mountain biking,
but saw cyclists on the road in their
colorful outfits and thought it could be
fun. In 2012, he bought his first road
bike, and has been cycling ever since.

2

“The special moment is always just
finishing! But, what’s really special, is it
is not just the riders, but also the people
at the rest stops, who make the ride
possible by volunteering their time to
stand there for hours and cheer on the
riders. It’s hugely motivating, and I try
to thank every one of them—they’re the
real heroes. But finishing is good, too!”

3

“Don’t make it a chore, you should be
having fun. Also, wear good pants, use
a good saddle, wear bright clothes, and
get a good helmet. And keep your eyes
on the road. One thing I’ve been really
fortunate with is I’ve never gone down.
I was hit by a car, but not hard enough
to hurt me. You need to understand that
it could happen, but don’t think about
it. If you’re afraid, you won’t enjoy it.
Keep focused on where you’re going
and your surroundings.”

4

Cycling is a stress reliever for Paul,
giving him time to think and to enjoy
the outdoors. Paul does not consider
himself a serious competitor, but
enjoys doing sanctioned rides rather
than races, saying “It’s taking the
time to do something that I enjoy and
contribute to a cause that’s bigger
than myself.”

5

Paul can ride anytime he wants—
the point of charity rides is to
raise money and awareness. Most
organizations require a minimum
donation to ride, so he donates on
his own behalf, then seeks sponsors
to help raise money for the cause.

6

“You learn something new every day.
It doesn’t matter how much you think
you know about this industry; there’s
always something to learn!”

Growing

Everybody’s Berry
FOR MORE THAN 40 YEARS

At California Giant, we’ve built a community of thousands of happy shoppers
like Spencer and her mom that stay connected with our brand.

Visit trade.calgiant.com to learn about our latest shopper promotions and discover what we’re
doing to drive sales and foster brand loyalty in the produce department.
www.calgiant.com | sales@calgiant.com

strawberries
VOICES FROM THE INDUSTRY

Strawberries are a quintessential warm weather
treat: juicy, bright, and versatile! Delicious in
breakfast favorites like smoothies and pancakes,
lunch must-haves like salads, and dinner centerplate delights like fillets—there are few culinary
destinations where strawberries have not found a
home, and this summer is no exception...
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AJIT SAXENA

DIGITAL MEDIA COORDINATOR,
MUCCI FARMS
“I absolutely love strawberries, but, living in
Ontario, it was always difficult to find great
quality and flavor because the peak season
for the best berries felt really short. Since
working at Mucci Farms, a company dedicated
to growing flavorful strawberries in a clean
environment free of pesticides and inclement
weather, I finally got to taste them the way
they are supposed to—and I was blown
away! The ability to control nutrients and
temperatures really helps maximize the
sweetness and fresh taste of strawberries,
and it’s obvious when you taste them. Every
bite feels like spring. In addition to having an
impact on consumers, I think that this focus
on flavor will impact chefs and dessert menus
as well. It’s difficult to create menus and
dishes when you have inconsistent flavor, so I
think greenhouse industry strawberries will
create new opportunities. Personally, I love
strawberries with dark chocolate or dipped in
dark chocolate! Our Strawberry Mango Dip is
my favorite recipe use of strawberries.”
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SCOT OLSON

VICE PRESIDENT OF PRODUCE &
FLORAL, GROCERY OUTLET
“Berries are the most exciting category within a
produce department! Although, price, for us here
at Grocery Outlet, is always an important factor,
quality can, at times, be a bigger determining
factor for better sales when it comes to berries.
In my opinion, there is no other item within
produce that can drive better impulse sales than
a package of beautiful, red, ripe, sweet, and
aromatic strawberries! This berry category
used to be all about strawberries. However, with
blueberries being crowned a superfood, we
see blueberries taking over and beating out
strawberries in sales during certain times of
the year. With growers developing better-quality
raspberries and blackberries, these too have
really helped us increase sales and excitement
within the category. Berries drive anywhere
from 5 to 10 percent of our sales, with peak sales
hitting in the month of June. Merchandising this
category is also so versatile! As you build Berry
Patch displays, you can use our front coolers,
display on-field bins, stack them on 10 highs in
front of the check stands—there really are no
limits as to what you can do with berries, making
it one of my personal favorites! On the personal
side, my favorite way to enjoy berries at home
is to utilize Dolci Frutta Chocolate to dip large
beautiful strawberries in! This is second only to
buying large 18 oz containers of fresh blueberries
to freeze for making smoothies!”

CAITLIN TIERNEY
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCE,
99 CENTS ONLY

FRANCES DILLARD

“Have you ever made strawberry jam from scratch?
Coming from Michigan, I grew up making and canning it
in the summer so that I could have a little taste of sweet
summer in the bitter winter. Now, living in California, I
can taste the fresh sweet summer all year long without
adding sugar! Strawberries at 99 Cents Only Stores are
our number one produce sales driver. This year, with our
key grower partners, we were able to offer strawberries 50
weeks out of the year at 99 cents. Our customers go nuts
for them, as they know that you don’t need to be wealthy
to eat healthy at our stores!”

DIRECTOR, MARKETING
AND GLOBAL BRAND LEAD,
DRISCOLL’S®
“We have a saying here at Driscoll’s—we’ve
been the strawberry in America’s shortcake
for more than 100 years. Our brand’s
heritage started with fresh strawberries,
and in the early 1850s, consumers created
Strawberry Shortcake Parties to herald
the start of summer. Today, strawberry
shortcakes of all ingredient twists and
variations are still a tradition in many homes,
including mine. Let’s face it, even a storebought angel food cake topped with fresh
berries and homemade whipped cream is
a delicious treat. As the leading fresh berry
brand, Driscoll’s offers our berry advocates
tons of information on our website—from
recipes to berry care and handling. We do
our best to live up to our promise of Only the
Finest Berries™.”

AMBER MALONEY
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING,
WISH FARMS

“Strawberries are a destination item in the produce
department. When looking at consumer data and
demand trends, we find that consumers are purchasing
strawberries every visit to the grocery store, not just
for special occasions. Fresh strawberries are certainly
a staple item in my shopping cart. My 16-month-old
daughter eats them every morning for breakfast.
There’s nothing cuter than her big smile, paired with
strawberry juice running down her chin as she enjoys
a sweet strawberry. In my eyes, being able to serve a
nutritious and flavorful treat that my
daughter loves is a huge #momwin!”
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MERCHANDISING

Q&
A
merchandising beyond the berry patch
by Melissa De Leon

D

o consumers want
to see all the berries
together, or should organic
and conventional be securely separated? How
intertwined are moves from the supply- and
buy-side of marketing? With over 30 years in
the produce game, nearly 15 of which have
been spent steering the merchandising helm at
California Giant Berry Farms, there aren’t many
who have perspective on the berry patch like
Cindy Jewell. The Vice President
of Marketing has seen berry
strategies evolve, alongside
the push-and-pull
marketing plays in that
evolution, and answers
key questions with a
mind in the present, past,
and what could come.

Cindy Jewell

VP of Marketing,
California Giant Berry Farms

1

Melissa De Leon: In looking

at merchandising successes
across your time with
California Giant, what are a
few moves that stand out?

CINDY JEWELL: There are two areas that
have always impressed me. First, the way
retailers build on sales by merchandising all
the berries together. Consumers love seeing
the color breaks and options all together,
especially when pricing encourages mixing
and matching with buy two, get one, or pricing
them all the same. Second, is the ongoing
debate on merchandising organics within the
conventional display or separate in an organic
produce display. I recently read a fresh trends
research report on organic produce and the
findings said the majority of organic shoppers
prefer to have organics grouped into a separate
section within the produce department. 70
percent said that they want organics displayed
this way, compared to the 30 percent who
wanted all produce intermixed as long as they
don’t touch. That surprised me.
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MD: Can you tell me a bit about the road that
brought you to California Giant?

CJ: I spent the majority of my early career at the
California Strawberry Commission, which gave
me an opportunity to learn about the entire berry
industry and the produce industry dynamics. From
all the relationships I formed within the strawberry
industry, I knew early on that if I ever had the
chance, I wanted to work with Bill Moncovich
and Pat Riordan at California Giant. They were
always a company that had no fear and took
risks to help move them forward and grow in the
industry. Basically, I met with Bill one day and
told him I wanted to come work for the company
and, thankfully, he invited me on board. It was
my opportunity to take everything I knew and
learned about the industry, the consumer, and
the marketplace, and to make a difference for one
brand.
MD: What were some changes you wanted to
see made when you came on board?
CJ: I really wanted to help bring a focus to showing
the consumer the company behind the brand. I
was focused on building brand loyalty and shaping
our story. Much of that began when we positioned
ourselves as a company focused on health and
fitness through cycling and giving back to our
community—the first few years were really focused
on emphasizing our brand this way. We started
from within by putting a gym in our office building,
becoming a cycling-friendly business within the
community, and eliminating unhealthy snacks in
our kitchen (which didn’t make me very popular
with the staff at the time).

3

“Partnerships are
key. We love working
side by side with
our trading partners
to create unique
programs that make
both of our companies
successful.”
—Cindy Jewell, VP of Marketing,
California Giant Berry Farms
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MD: Looking back to where the berry
industry was then and where it is now,
what are some changes that have occured
over the past 20 years or so?

CJ: I think the biggest change in the industry
is the effort most of the large companies have
made in building brands rather than selling
commodities. Day-to-day sales still happen
as the produce department gets filled up, but
each of us is telling our story as the consumer
wants to know more about the brands they are
aligning themselves with. This started with food
safety programs and has escalated from there
to where we are today. The other big shift in
the industry overall is the significant movement
toward sustainability and responsibility. We are
faced daily with challenges in both areas as our
farmers comply with more audits required by
customers, well beyond the food safety arena
and deep into worker rights, sustainability,
traceability, food waste, water conservation, etc.

MD: How much of those changes would you
attribute to marketing and merchandising?
CJ: I think the challenges of the items I listed
above have all been marketing opportunities.
Each time we are faced with these hurdles it is
a chance to tell our story. When we invested in
an item level traceability program to help trace
our berries back to the ranch in the event of a
food safety crisis, we used that new capability
as a way to tell our story to the consumer and
built an entire website communication piece
around it, calling the new program “Follow Us
to Our Farm.” When asked about excessive food
waste, we created an e-book called “Food Waste
Free,” providing consumers with a book full of
ways to help reduce waste at home. Each of the
issues we face we try to convert into a marketing
opportunity and enhance our brand with our
consumer followers.

5

6

MD: What would you say the importance of
working closely with retailers is? What does
that look like for both the supply- and buysides?
CJ: The most important thing we can do as a
supplier for our retail and foodservice customers
is to know their individual companies and how
we fit into their business, so that we can be a
better partner. With so much data available today
on sales, market share, consumer behavior, and
shopping habits, we work much more closely
with our key customers to meet the needs of
the consumer. Today’s consumer is much more
demanding as their shopping experiences are
much more sensory. Ultimately, we focus on
working together in treating each of our buyers
as individuals, and working to ensure we succeed
together. In the end, we are both just trying to
provide the best product to the shopper at the best
price, so we all grow together.
MD: Can you give some examples as to when

a retail partner, or decisions on the retailside, made a key difference in marketing and
merchandising success?

CJ: A couple of years ago, one of our major
retail partners did a significant TV summer
advertising campaign promoting its fresh
produce offerings and, specifically, it featured
strawberries in its spots. We saw a huge jump in
sales with this partner that year that really showed
advertising moves the needle. Thankfully, it had
communicated early about the campaign, and
we worked together on forecasting volume well
in advance, so we were prepared to provide the
support needed and the consumer benefitted.

7

We also had a foodservice customer work with us
on a new product offering and rather than just
working with the sales department to focus on
supply, we worked together with their marketing
team to build on the story. They spent time in our
fields and created a TV spot and YouTube video
to launch the new product including the farming
story behind the new berry ingredient. This was
so successful that they have continued the summer
offering every year since and have expanded it to
utilize our other berries in additional items.

“The most important
thing we can do as a
supplier for our retail and
foodservice customers is
to know their individual
companies and how we
fit into their business, so
that we can be a better
partner.”
—Cindy Jewell

MD: Looking to the future, any
recommendations for the buy-side to
capitalize on the merchandising success
Cal Giant has seen with their berry
programs?
CJ: Partnerships are key. We love working
side-by-side with our trading partners to
create unique programs that make both of our
companies successful. We want to continue
to feature our brand as one that is delicious,
reliable, and responsible. Our tagline is “Making
a Difference One Delicious Berry at a Time,”
and we mean it. Additionally, something that is
very important to us is continuing to work with
other produce brands that align with our values
and goals. We know that shoppers buying our
berries also buy a lot of other produce items,
so why not work together and make a bigger
impact? United Fresh Produce Association
released a research report that says 55 percent
of the trips shoppers make to the grocery
DON’T contain produce—we need to work
together to chip away at that number and get
more fresh produce in the basket, one shopping
trip at a time.

8

Truly, as the marketing maven herself points out, produce
categories working together on both the buy- and supplysides, even in new, unexplored avenues that blend our
businesses, looks to be the way to continue to build each
sector to its maximum potential. With the world and those
eating in it continuing to change, and trends favoring our
healthy, fresh-facing industry, the sky’s the limit.
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DOUBLE DIAMOND
FARMS

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: LARRY LABUTE, CAITLYNE JOHNS, EMIDIO
CAPPUSSI, CHRIS MASTRONARDI, AND PAUL SABELLI
PHOTOGRAPHY BY EMMA DAVIDSON
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“

I

t’s all about quality.”
This isn’t just the sentiment
that I quickly become
aware of while talking to
the team behind Double
Diamond Farms. It is that
distinguishing attitude that gets each
and every one of them out of bed in the
morning. As we chat about the future of
the company, I can tell right away that
their sights are set on building a legacy that
is grounded in this belief.

Now 40 years and two generations deep
in the greenhouse community, this “gem”
within the Canadian growing competition
is proving, once again, to be a powerhouse
to rival.
“While we bring a progressive and
forward-thinking vision and program to
the greenhouse industry, our goal has
always been to maintain balance and
stay grounded in our family values and
the culture this mindset creates,” CEO
Chris Mastronardi shares with me, adding
that this rooted but flexible nature has
allowed the company to pivot quickly and
efficiently as consumer buying behaviors
shift and demands within the market
change. “We each work with that sense
of ownership and it constantly drives the
company forward.”
Chris and his twin brother, Benji, sit
at the helm of the company, keeping a
watchful eye on the evolving landscape and
preparing the company for its next phase
of growth. With a trusted team determined

to elevate the Double Diamond program,
the company is more than coming into
its own. Chris, along with Director of
Sales/Business Development Paul Sabelli,
Procurement Manager Caitlyne Johns,
Director of Sales Emidio Cappussi, and
Marketing Specialist Graham Hamilton,
take a moment from their insane schedules
to share the foresight driving the company,
and how the best days are yet to come.
“Our company has definitely evolved
in recent years. Between a complete
overhaul of our program—with the goal
of differentiating our unique and flavorful
produce—and expanding our operations
both in acreage and distribution, our
strength is our vision and, ultimately, our
execution,” Paul says.
Caitlyne tells me that the Double Diamond
approach is one of integrity, one that
brings a quality experience to the retailer.
“By bringing an honest product to
market and adding value for our retail
partnerships, combined with that bright
brand recognition we are known for—we
believe we can continue to add value
to produce department sales and the
consumer’s kitchen,” Caitlyne adds.
As Chris tells me, right from the start,
Double Diamond’s brand was recognizable,
and was born from deep values. From the
day his dad and company Founder, Nick
Mastronardi, shipped the company’s first
box of produce, the family has always
ensured the best quality with exceptionally

high food safety standards and
customer service.
“It is all about intent—how you wake
up each day,” Chris says. “We want
our customers to connect with this idea
and our authentic way of approaching
life and the business. Our brand is the
execution of those values.”
As the company searched for its
evolving identity a couple years back,
the idea of what the brand could
become began to change as well.
“The team set their sights on a return
to their roots—why the company was
started, what those key goals were
for the family, and how they wanted
consumers, retailers, wholesalers, and
foodservice partners to see and envision
Double Diamond’s name,” Graham
shares. “In an effort to impact the
marketplace, we focused on the core
of who we have always been. When we
took that step back, we discovered that
the direction was simple.”
I ask Chris where this steadfast
commitment to quality comes from,
and he shares the heart of the matter.
“At the end of the day, everything
needed to relate back to the quality and
flavor that can only come with years of
growing experience,” Chris reflects. “As
long as we stand by this belief, then we
know that we are on the right track.”

“The better the relationship,
the easier it is to do
business on good faith and
generate revenue.”
—Emidio Cappussi, Director of Sales,
Double Diamond Farms
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On the shelves or on the road, the Double
Diamond brand stands out.
“Like our greenhouse and our products, the Double
Diamond brand is colorful, vibrant, and exciting,”
Chris continues. “We want customers to think of
Double Diamond first when building their own
relationships with the consumer.”
Emidio tells me that the goal is simple.
“Continue to build solid and trustful relationships
with all our customers—existing and future,” he
says. “The better the relationship, the easier it is to
do business on good faith and generate revenue.”
Whether it’s the unique varieties and flavor profiles
of Double Diamond’s produce, or its dynamic kid’s
line featuring relatable characters and extending
a friendly hand to the next generation of produce
palates, Paul tells me that Double Diamond is
committed to growing a quality product.
“We listen to our retailers and buyers and to their
needs and ideas,” Chris shares. “We try to not
only incorporate them into our own growing and
marketing philosophies, but also to anticipate their
wants and needs as well—from operations and
logistics, to putting more trucks on the road. As we
build more strategies and structures to carry our
company into the future, this will be key.”
Paul echoes Chris’ focus for the future of the
company.
“Along with offering an excellent and consistent
product, we aim to be even more recognizable
in the competitive retail space and have seen
increased awareness and loyalty since we put our
backs into this next stage of growth,” Paul says.
And the future looks incredibly bright for Double
Diamond with an operation ramping up in
acreage and products year-over-year. To ensure
the company is primed for the future, the team
is also drilling down into its operations in order
to create a more fluid and efficient program that
simultaneously addresses the bottom line.
“Our focus on innovation is multi-tiered—from
packaging, greenhouse, and supply chain
technology to research and development and using
ingenuity to find more efficient and impactful ways
of bringing our costs down so we can grow and
continue expanding as we have been,” Chris adds.
Speaking of those expansion efforts, the team
has been strategically identifying key areas of
growth that make the most sense for the Double
Diamond game plan. These areas include not only
investments in the land, but also the people.

Coo Benji MASTRONARDI in the Double diamond farms greenhouse
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“Our
culture
is one of the
biggest bonuses
about Double
Diamond; we take care of
our employees and support
their own personal
and professional growth
at the end of the day.”
—Caitlyne Johns,
Procurement Manager,
Double Diamond
Farms
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Double diamond Farms ORGANIC AND
CONVENTIONAL Cucumbers and Eggplant

“With Double Diamond growing acreage
through the years, we’ve been able to,
and have needed to, add many great new
people to the team, ensuring our quality
product gets to all our valued customers,”
Caitlyne states. “Our culture is one
of the biggest bonuses about Double
Diamond; we take care of our employees
and support their own personal and
professional growth at the end of the
day.”
And those people have helped make the
enormous expansion of the company
move forward and gain ground like a
well-oiled machine.
Over the past year alone, the company
has revealed the growth of its beloved
mini cucumber and cocktail cucumber
lines at its Kingsville, Ontario, operations
with a new state-of-the-art automation
packing system. This comes on the heels
of the company’s 62-acre expansion in
Leamington, Ontario, for the company’s
greenhouse-grown produce, which will
significantly increase Double Diamond’s
production capacity.
In addition, Double Diamond added a
Nogales, Arizona, office this year, giving
the team an opportunity to further
expand its reach, which is critical to the
company’s mission of bringing the fresh
flavor of greenhouse-grown produce to
tables across North America.

“With our strategic distribution centers
combined with our fleet of trucks, we are
able to minimize food miles and deliver
vine-ripe freshness to customers across
Canada and the U.S.,” Emidio adds.
And the fun does not stop there as the
company looks to drill down even further
into its portfolio.
“Growing consumer demand for both
our conventional and, most recently,
organic categories, as well as in multiple
specialty items, is really what’s driving
this expansion,” Chris shares with me,
adding that the extensive, variety-driven
selection of high-quality, superiorflavored items has really been a hit with
Double Diamond’s retail customers.
Organics have been a huge area of
growth as consumers look to more
variety and quality in the organic section
of their local grocery stores. If we just
look at the numbers alone, Double
Diamond has doubled its organic
program year-over-year, offering items
such as organic mini cukes, organic
English cucumbers, organic Diamond
Sweets™, organic Gramato™, organic
TOV, organic beefsteak, and organic bell
peppers as well.
“Our investments and availability show
no signs of slowing,” Chris tells me. “And
it really is our ability to listen to our

customers, and the changing consumer
landscape, that sets us apart in terms of
execution.”
“My father started the company over
four decades ago in 1977, with one
acre of land,” Chris continues. “In two
years, he had grown it to four, and in
the last 20 years, we really accelerated
that growth. My brother, Benji, and I
have been a part of this operation since
we were kids. It is these family values
and the long commitment that runs in
our blood, that I believe really catches
on with the team.”
As Double Diamond has opened its
arms and welcomed each and every
one of the members into their family,
the team believes this family concept
really translates into the type of service
that Double Diamond is able to
provide and give to its customers. And
being at the front of the pack in terms
of innovation does not hurt either.
As we wrap up our chat, I ask Chris
what it is about Double Diamond that
gets him up in the morning.
He smiles and says, “That commitment
to quality.”
After a slight pause, “Quality product,
quality relationships, and quality
people.”

“At the end of the day, everything needed to
relate back to the quality and flavor that can
only come with years of growing experience.”
—Chris Mastronardi, President & CEO, Double Diamond Farms

CHRIS MASTRONARDI LEADING A MEETING BETWEEN
MEMBERS OF THE DOUBLE DIAMOND farms TEAM
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Onions have been a part of the human diet for more than 7,000 years, were worshipped
by Ancient Egyptians, and served as a form of currency in the Middle Ages. Today,
onions are a point of pride for farmers and a diet staple for consumers around the world.
Read on as we delve into the details of the ubiquitous and piquant vegetable.
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Total Onion Stats
Yellow

Dollars:
Pounds:
Price/Lb:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds vs YA:

$674.8 Mil
818.5 Mil
$0.82
- $16.2 Mil
+ 14.9 Mil

Sweet

Dollars:
Pounds:
Price/Lb:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds vs YA:

$1.9 Bil
1.8 Bil
$1.10
- $26.6 Mil
+ 30.8 Mil

Red

Dollars:
Pounds:
Price/Lb:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds vs YA:

$283.7 Mil
209.7 Mil
$1.35
+ $1.4 Mil
+ 16.1 Mil

$280.1 Mil
251.5 Mil
$1.11
- $13.9 Mil
- 9.0 Mil

Green

Dollars:
Pounds:
Price/Lb:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds vs YA:
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Dollars:
Pounds:
Price/Lb:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds vs YA:

$265.3 Mil
96.1 Mil
$2.76
+ $7.4 Mil
+ 4.4 Mil

White

Dollars:
Pounds:
Price/Lb:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds vs YA:

Vidalia

Dollars:
Pounds:
Price/Lb:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds vs YA:

$155.9 Mil
153.3 Mil
$1.02
- $1.3 Mil
+ 6.6 Mil

$221.9 Mil
206.9 Mil
$1.07
+ $2.7 Mil
+ 4.9 Mil

Fixed Weight
Dollars:
Pounds:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds vs YA:

$732.1 Mil
816.4 Mil
- $6.1 Mil
+ 25.7 Mil

Random Weight
Dollars:
Pounds:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds vs YA:

No Prep
Dollars:
Pounds:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds vs YA:

$1.9 Bil
1.8 Bil
- $26.8 Mil
+ 26.5 Mil

$1.2 Bil
968.1 Mil
- $21.6 Mil
- 0.01 Mil

Value-Added
Dollars:
Pounds:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds vs YA:

$26.1 Mil
11.6 Mil
- $0.9 Mil
- 0.8 Mil

SOURCE | IRI, Total U.S. Multi-Outlet
Latest 52 weeks ending March 25, 2018 vs. a year ago
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Catania’s
Avocados

?

{ what the fork }

AVOCADO PASTA
INGREDIENTS
2 ripe avocados, seeded and peeled
12 oz spaghetti
3 garlic cloves, smashed
2 tsp salt

DIRECTIONS

1
2

1 cup basil leaves, fresh
3 tsp olive oil
2 tsp lemon juice
Lime juice from 1 whole lime
½ tsp paprika
1 tsp Parmesan cheese
Black pepper, to taste
Cilantro, for garnish
Prep Time: 5 min
Cook Time: 15-20 min
Servings: 1-2

3
4
5
6

Bring spaghetti to a boil in water. Add 1 tsp olive oil and 1 tsp
salt to water.
While spaghetti is cooking, combine avocado, garlic,
remaining salt, basil, remaining olive oil, paprika, lemon
juice, lime juice, and Parmesan cheese in a blender. Pulse until
puréed, making sure there are no lumps.
Once pasta is cooked, drain in a strainer, leaving only a splash
of pasta water in the pot.
Add the leftover pasta water to the purée and pulse until mixed
well.
In the warm pot, add the pasta and sauce and mix well.
Top with black pepper and cilantro to your heart’s desire.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes
visit cataniaworldwide.ca
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Peter Piper might have picked a peck of pickled
peppers, but what pepper picks are our professionals
providing? From a fresh take on chips to go with
guacamole to a key stir-fry and grill-time ingredient,
opportunities are aplenty for pepper-licious plates.
Find out what the industry does to keep peppers
perpetually impressive.
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“Bell peppers are flavorful and
packed with nutrition. Sweet bell
peppers have approximately twice
as much vitamin C as a fresh orange.
And, we’re seeing exceptional
growth for greenhouse-grown
bell peppers, which are growing
at more than triple the rate of the
pepper category. Consumers love
their sweet flavor, crisp texture, and
versatility, using them for anything
from soups and sauces, to stuffing
and grilling, or enjoying fresh as a
snack. My personal favorite is our
new Aloha™ pepper, a beautiful
red and orange striped pepper
that we introduced last year that
is completely new to the category,
delighting consumers with its unique
and stunning appearance.”
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“Bell peppers are more than just
a splash of color. They are an
amazing addition to any plate
and can even serve as both a part
of the meal or the vessel in which
dishes are served. Stuffed bell
peppers? Yes, please! Couple the
sweet sensations of bell peppers
with the spice of hot peppers
and your palate is prepped for a
fiesta! Whether you use jalapeños
or serranos to kick up guacamole,
or use Anaheim or poblano
peppers for chiles rellenos,
the versatility of the pepper
category is limited only by your
imagination. WHO’S HUNGRY?!”

Red Sun

Farms

“Packed with vitamin C, bell peppers
are one of those wonder foods that
can be prepared in so many ways.
They can be grilled, baked, fried,
eaten raw, or even pickled. If your
dish needs a pop of color, add some
red, yellow, or orange bell peppers,
and watch it come alive. One of
our favorites is bell pepper nachos.
It has everything you love from a
plate of traditional nachos, however,
you substitute slices of sweet bell
peppers in place of chips. Keep your
slices thick for perfect scooping. We
have a great version of this recipe on
our website, so check it out.”
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“Going into the warmer months, it’s
great to have peppers on deck. They
work great in salads and lighter
meals. When the heat kicks in, they
are really refreshing to add into
the mix. Mini peppers, specifically,
work great as snacks or grilled to
add a unique punch of color to
summertime meals. And the flavors
and crunch that they add can’t be
beat!”

“Personally, I am obsessed with how
quick and easy bell peppers can
enhance any meal. Every day I am
learning new ways to introduce
them into my diet. I love starting
my day off with a smoothie, and
bell peppers are, surprisingly, the
perfect ingredient since they add
just the right amount of sweetness.
Bell peppers are also great in a
stir-fry—they not only add a pop
of color and flavor but, when
thinly sliced, they cook quickly. I
was recently introduced to mixing
bell peppers into everyday baked
goods. I would have never thought
bell peppers would work so nicely
in cookies, but they are perfect!
Sweet, versatile, easy to cook, and
beautiful—what’s not to love?”
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FLAVORTREND

By Kayla Webb

o longer kept in the shadows as
just a restaurant appetizer, special,
or last-ditch effort to get rid of the
sniffles, soups are heading into a
new reign as the center-plate go-to
everyone wants to dip their spoons
into. And, with so many soup recipes
from all around the world—chunky
soups, broth soups, creamy soups, vegetable soups,
meat soups, soups with noodles, soups with rice,
bone soups reviving Voldemort to physical form,
the list goes on!—dull dinners are a thing of the
past. Allowing consumers to toss all things healthy
and delicious—anything under the sun that is
nutritious—into a pot to boil, souping is heating up
the produce aisle with fervor.
While soup has been on everyone’s radar for
centuries—everyone’s grandma has that one family
recipe that calls for taking everything on the verge of
spoiling in your fridge, dumping it into a pot, adding
a secret ingredient or two, and voila, your cold is
instantly gone—the consumer trend to soup is the
latest push to keep health at the forefront of culinary
movements, with everything from anti-inflammatory
concoctions to detox dishes.
With almost as many health benefits as there are
recipes, soups are a great way to fill up our bodies
with tasty goodness, as foods that are bound with
water add weight and volume, helping to keep our
stomachs full for longer without overeating.
Not to mention, you can throw almost anything into
soup, and it’s delicious, which makes consuming
protein, healthy fats, and fiber-rich veggies easier

than ever. Specifically, vegetable soups are a fun and
different way to meet our daily fruit and vegetable
quota while also retaining the fiber and antioxidants
found in produce. Unlike juicing, souping cooks the
vegetables, helping our bodies to digest and absorb
the nutrients. Vegetable soups are also hydrating,
which stabilizes blood sugar and sustains energy.
Souping is also an affordable eating trend. Since
the base is broth, an inexpensive ingredient to stock
up on, soups won’t break the bank, and are a good
excuse to clear out your pantry or fridge and prevent
food waste. And, the fun doesn’t have to stop after
a single serving, as soup is one of those freezerfriendly foods that keep for a while.
I get it. It’s June—no one wants to come home from
a day in the sun to shovel steaming broth down the
hatch, but soups are versatile. And some are even
more delicious cold—hello, gazpacho—making
souping an all-year kitchen game-changer.
The perfect remedy for wild weekends,
seasons of indulgent eating, or
just to mix things up in
the kitchen, souping is
where it’s at to reboot, debloat, and get innovative
with this age-old
preparation that is
finding its way into
everyone’s kitchens
and menus with
more excitement
than ever.

Sources: CNN & Chef ’d
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Sometimes, looks
do mean everything...
Check out what packaging concepts and products
we believe pop on the shelf and can help drive
traffic through the produce department.

1

TAYLOR FARMS ®

New Chopped
Salad Kits

While the salad category is evergreen,
it never hurts to shake things up a bit.
Bringing bold, unique, and fun new
flavors to the produce aisle, Taylor
Farms® is reinvigorating its extensive
Chopped Salad Kits line by adding
Avocado Ranch, Maple Bourbon Bacon,
and Buffalo Ranch options. Showcased in
the popular Taylor Farms packaging we
all know and love, the newest additions
are sure to catch shoppers’ taste buds
with innovative flavors that help retailers
differentiate their produce aisles. And,
like the rest of the line, these new options
are available in a one-stop-shop package,
making it even easier for consumers to
toss Taylor Farms’ Chopped Salads into
their grocery carts.
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5

PACKAGING CONCEPTS

THAT DID IT

RIGHT
by KAYLA WEBB

3
2

CHELAN FRESH
™

ROCKIT
Apples
Shuttle Pack

With a name like ROCKIT™,
you know this apple is out of this
world. To keep consumers’ best
eating interests at heart, Chelan
Fresh is blasting its sweet, crunchy,
and blush-colored star into a larger
packaging size option. Available
now in the new 3 lb Shuttle
Pack, Chelan Fresh is ensuring
shoppers get the most bang for
their buck with this new packaging
appropriately nicknamed The
Millennial Moms’ Cookie Jar.
Chelan Fresh is also encouraging
retailers to take ROCKIT apples
on an adventure outside of the
produce aisle and into the fresh
grab-and-go aisles as well. No
matter where it sits, Chelan Fresh’s
ROCKIT Apples Shuttle Pack is
sure to fly off shelves.

ZESPRI ®

SunGold™
Kiwifruit
Clamshell

My favorite kind of grab-andgo item is a fruit or vegetable
that is its own container. With
the tagline, “cut, scoop, enjoy!”,
Zespri’s SunGold™ Kiwifruit
is not only giving me the sweet
tropical realness I start to crave
when summer hits, but also the
convenience of enjoying golden
kiwifruit, which has less seeds
than traditional varietals, anytime,
anywhere. Available in 1 and
2 lb clamshells, the bright gold
packaging is a beacon in the
grocery store, drawing all shoppers
to the produce aisle.

4

DOUBLE DIAMOND
FARMS

New Kid’s
Line Products

A passion for fresh produce has
no age! Here to instill a love and
taste for veggies in tiny produce
consumers is Double Diamond
Farms. With new additions to its kid
product line, Double Diamond is
competing with the brightly colored
snacks in the center of grocery
stores with adorable graphics and
easy-to-remember alliteration,
like the new Gecko Grapes grape

tomatoes and Panda Peppers
mini sweet peppers, joining the
already popular Croco Cukes
cocktail cucumbers offering.
And with a Flav-O Meter and a
Crisp-O Meter, Double Diamond
is engaging shoppers’ taste and
texture wants and needs and
creating a product that is truly
adorable and unique.

5

GOLD COAST
PACKING

Caulifornia™
Riced
Vegetable
Sides

While some balk at cauliflower’s
lack of flavor, color, or texture,
those people aren’t thinking
outside of the box. A fervent
member of #TeamCauliflower
is Gold Coast Packing, whose
latest additions to its Caulifornia™
line are showing just what kind
of creativity is needed to make
cauliflower an all-over-the-plate
standout. With unique packaging
and a high-graphic pouch bag,
Gold Coast Packing’s Caulifornia
line of riced cauliflower includes
the explosive and healthy flavors
of Garlic Herb and Butter, Ginger
Garlic, and Spanish Rice. Listing
need-to-know-info like cook time,
pre-washed, and ready-to-use,
Gold Coast Packing is making
convenience tastier and healthier
than ever.
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

a nic
Orig inO’s Org
Vegg ies
Green ho use

{ what the fork }

ORIGINO DILLY CUCUMBER BITES
INGREDIENTS
4 large OriginO long English cucumbers
3 OriginO tomatoes on-the-vine
1 OriginO red bell pepper, diced
1 (8 oz) block cream cheese
1 (5 oz) container plain Greek yogurt
3 tbsp fresh dill, minced
1 tbsp powdered ranch dressing mix

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4

Peel cucumbers in strips and slice into ½" thick rounds. Slice
tomatoes into wedges.
In a bowl, combine cream cheese, Greek yogurt, bell pepper, dill,
and ranch dressing powder.
Transfer mixture into a piping bag and pipe onto each cucumber
round.
Top each with a slice of tomato and serve.

Prep Time: 20 min
Servings: About 24

For more delicious, healthy, & greenhouse-grown
organic veggies visit www.origino.ca
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For more information contact
sales@sunsetgrown.com
®/™ are trademarks of Mastronardi Produce Limited. © 2018 Mastronardi Produce Limited. All rights reserved.

